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In lieu of a test, you will create a personal reflection essay based on the experiences 
you’ve had this year in the elementary classroom and the educational content you 
have studied. This must be typed in MLA format, size 12 font and 1” margins. Min. 2 
pages.  

Your essay should follow the 5-paragraph essay format with an introduction, 3 body 
paragraphs addressing your observations and evidence-based proof, and a 
conclusion.  

 

Overall format: 

Introduction: Include your elementary school placement (school, grade level, teacher, 
etc.,) 2 to 3 sentence summaries of your paper’s focus, and your thesis statement as 
your last sentence. 

3 Body Paragraphs: Each paragraph must relate to your thesis statement without 
repeating it. The body must include personal observations and experiences with at least 
one documented source listed in your Works Cited Page. Be sure to make a clear 
connection between your source to your personal observations and experiences. Also, 
the body must include a reflection relating to your body paragraph’s opening 
sentence. 

Conclusion: Summary of the most important statements from your 3 body paragraphs. 
Last sentences should address why your thesis (topic) is important for education.  

Works Cited Page: Minimum of 3 sources, internet sites are acceptable, MLA format 

Here are some ideas to brainstorm and get you started on selecting a topic of interest 
to you for your thesis: 

• Daily activities that you performed in the classroom and student learning and 
behavior you have observed (teaching experiences only, keep description of 
lunch, recess, etc. to a minimum) 

• What you enjoyed or surprised you most about the profession, children, 
teachers, schools, yourself in the role as teacher, etc. 

• What you learned about children and their intellectual/emotional/social 
development (refer back to any Childhood Development knowledge you 
have gained in previous course) 

• Observations you have made in regards to effective lesson planning and 
execution of plan. 



• What you observed about students with special needs or learning 
differences. 

• Observations you made about English Language Learners in the classroom. 
• Observations you made in regards to Emotional Intelligences, Multiple 

Intelligences, or Learning Styles. 
• How the experience has helped you gain awareness of aspects needed to 

succeed as a future professional. 
• How this experience has made you think about the current and future role of 

the teaching profession.   
• Sample thesis statement: “Kinesthetic learning and teacher mirroring are the 

most important aspect for English Learners in the classroom”  


